The DYNAMIC FACTORY pattern describes a factory that can create product instances based on concrete type definitions stored as external metadata. This facilitates adding new products to a system without having to modify code in the factory class.
Introduction
The DYNAMIC FACTORY pattern describes a factory that can create product instances based on concrete type definitions stored as external metadata. This facilitates adding new products to a system without having to modify code in the factory class.
Context
You are working with a software system, possibly a frameworka set of classes that embodies an abstract design for solutions to a family of related problems and supports reuse at a larger granularity than classes [9] )-where collaborations between highlevel abstractions determine the execution flow.
New functionality is added by extending existing classes and combining new extensions with existing classes [1] . However, to increase flexibility, configuration of how classes are instantiated can be done dynamically. Thus, the types of objects to be dynamically instantiated can be parameterized and changed as needed. This enables new implementations of established framework abstractions to be added as long as they conform to pre-established protocols. Additionally, the system should be able to incorporate these new implementations without coding changes to core framework classes.
Example
A workflow system has a rule evaluation module. Each rule implements a well-defined interface and is injected into a container that evaluates it. The rules can be simple or composite (using the COMPOSITE [7] and INTERPRETER [7] patterns) allowing for the creation of complex expressions by composing finergrained elements.
Creation of rules is delegated to a factory class that has a standard interface. Clients of the rules request an instance of the rule and the factory provides it.
The workflow system vendor supplies a fixed set of rules. New rules can be added by simply providing an implementation of the rule interface. The problem comes at rule instantiation, since any factory that contains the logic for creating rule instances may need to be modified to support these new rule types.
Problem
How can we define an interface for creating new types of products that implement a given interface without tying it to a concrete implementations?
Forces
 Extensibility / Evolvability. New product types should be easily added without requiring a new factory class or modification of an existing one.
 Controlled Evolution. New types of products that conform to the product interface should be capable of providing different behaviors or new features.
 Agility. New types of products should be added to the system quickly, avoiding reworking of a factory class every time a new concrete product is created. It is important to support new versions and quick releases.
 Simplicity. The client interface for creating product instances should be simple, hiding from the client the complex details of dynamic product creation.
 Debugging. When dynamically creating objects based upon metadata specifications, it can be more difficult to debug since it is not known ahead of time what objects might be instantiated.
 Security. Externally storing product definitions expose a potential security risk. It is important to protect product metadata repositories from malicious users.
Solution
Establish an interface for creating objects that implement a specific product contract, and store the concrete type information of the instances to be created in metadata.
The DYNAMIC FACTORY is a generalized implementation that is responsible for creating instances. It provides a single well-known location for creating instances of a general type, similar to a REGISTRY [2] ), while not making any a priori decisions about the concrete types of those instances. Some default types may be provided in the form of base or default implementations, but a hook for extensibility must be always provided.
The dynamic factory alone is not enough to create the instances of the concrete products: the factory provides the "production engine", but the type repository metadata provides the "raw material".
Information about the concrete types is persisted in secondary memory storage (e.g. an xml file, database, plain file, etc.). The concrete type information of a product may contain the fully qualified name of the type and the physical container where the type is contained allowing for the creation of instances using reflection. Information describing the concrete product type may vary according with the implementation platform.
Adding a new implementation of a Product interface to the system is relatively simple: it requires implementing the product abstraction which is likely to be implemented once and then used by many different product instantiations, and adding a line in the configuration file of the factory indicating how to load it (for example, the assembly and full qualified name of the concrete product in the case of a .NET application).
The following participants form the structure of the DYNAMIC FACTORY pattern as shown in Figure 2 :
 A DynamicFactory is a class that creates instances using metadata at runtime to determine the concrete type of product to be created.  A Client uses instances of ConcreteProducts through the Product abstraction (abstract coupling [7] ). The instances of the products are created using the DynamicFactory. The following CRC cards ( Figure 3 ) describe the participants' responsibilities and how they interact:
Figure 3 -Abstract Factory CRC Cards
The Product defines the general abstraction of products to be created by the factory. It can be implemented using an interface, abstract class, or any similar mechanism depending on the target implementation language.
The DynamicFactory creates instances of the product abstraction. In the simplest case, a DynamicFactory creates instances of a single type of Product. However, this can be extended by using generics [4] , [6] to create a dynamic factory for any kind of product. The ABSTRACT DYNAMIC FACTORY variant described in this paper (see Variants section) creates instances of multiple types of products.
The type information metadata of Product implementations, e.g. the ConcreteProducts, is stored in a type metadata repository (e.g. an xml file, relational database, plain text file, or any suitable means for storing configuration data). The MetadataReader reads and interprets this information and returns the type information as an instance of ProductTypeInfo. This decouples the DynamicFactory from the metadata repository and product type external representations, since it only accesses ProductTypeInfo.
Consequences
The DYNAMIC FACTORY improves flexibility and provides better modularity by abstracting the creation process of product instances. Product creation is provided by a well-known entity, Additionally, it makes it easier to introduce new implementers of a product into a system, since the product type specification details are encoded in metadata.
The process of dynamically creating product instances is complex, but this complexity is hidden from other application code. The DynamicFactory can be a well-known static class with a simple interface.
This helps to put in practice the principle "put abstractions in code and details in metadata" [8] . This also builds on the Dependency Inversion Principle and Open Closed Principle [5] .
Creating product instances dynamically can cause significant performance problems. These can be mitigated by applying the CACHING pattern combined with other resource management patterns described in [16] .
There are several benefits of this pattern:
 Extensibility. Adding new concrete products is a relatively simple task consisting of two steps: implementing the concrete product class and adding its type declaration to the metadata repository.  Flexibility. Existing concrete products can be modified or removed and new products can be added dynamically. This can even be done at run-time since the creation of instances is done dynamically using REFLECTION [15] or similar techniques.  Configurability. You can change the behavior of an application without changing any source code. Just change the descriptive information about the type in the metadata repository. If caching is used the cache will need to be flushed.  Agility. New concrete products can be added quickly following a recognized procedure that leverages existing architectural decisions.
There are several liabilities to using this pattern:  Run-time errors. It is not enough to write correct product code, you must also define the metadata correctly. At compile time a good test suite can help validate the metadata definitions, but when adding or modifying the type metadata, unexpected runtime errors can occur. Very simple typos in metadata can lead to product instantiation errors. A good error handling strategy should be established at the architectural level to cope with these kinds of errors. In some cases, default implementations can be provided when the type metadata is incorrect using a variant of the CHAIN OF RESPONSIBILITY pattern [7] .  Complexity. The solution hides the complexity from the clients, but it is still complex. The internals of the factory are more complex than directly invoking a product constructor. This complexity increases significantly when CACHING is added. For a more detailed discussion see [16] and [23] .  Possible "over-engineering". If new product types are not going to be added frequently or current product implementations are rarely modified or switched at runtime, using this pattern is an overly complex solution. A good way to avoid unnecessary complexity is to start with simpler options like using a static class or simpler creational patterns [7] . You can then evolve to using a Dynamic Factory when it is warranted, following an evolutionary design approach [11] .  Performance. Using reflection and dynamically reading product type definitions can cause the system to perform slowly. If product instantiation performance becomes a problem, well known caching techniques can be applied to improve performance.  Security. Security may need to be specially considered, since new concrete products may contain threats to the host system. This could be mitigated in several ways, e.g. running in partial trust or having a strong runtime policy compliance verification mechanism (like .NET's Code Access Security [14] ).  Debugging. Debugging of systems using Dynamic Factory may be harder since the new components may introduce unanticipated errors. Another important issue regarding debugging is the configuration differences between production, staging, and development scenarios (each one may be running different implementations of the product interface).
Example Resolved
All the rules in the workflow system are derived from a basic abstraction (the Rule interface). To remove all concrete type information from rule creation code, a DYNAMIC FACTORY for creating Rules is defined.
A metadata format for specifying the types of the rules is also established. This format includes an identifier for the rule and its type information (e.g. the container and class name of the implementer of the rule). Moreover, the format supports composition following the COMPOSITE [7] pattern). Instances of composed rules are loaded dynamically at runtime by a combination of the BUILDER [7] , INTERPRETER [7] , and DYNAMIC FACTORY patterns.
By doing so we remove references to concrete rule types from the source code of the factory. This allows for change and extension of the workflow system through the definition of new rules in the metadata repository.
Sample Code
In this section, we will present a simple implementation of this pattern as presented previously in figure 3 . Our sample implementation is written in .NET using C#.
Canonical implementation: creating single products
The following code snippet shows the product interface. Usually the implementation of this patterns starts with the definition of the Product abstraction which can be an interface, an abstract class, or any similar mechanism depending on the implementation language.
public interface IProduct { void DoSomething(); } This abstraction should be implemented by all the ConcreteProducts. Since implementers of the abstraction may not be known upfront, the next step in the implementation of the pattern is to define the format of metadata which is used to declare the type information for each realization of the product interface. The following code snippet shows a sample xml file with type information. Each declaration contains an identifier of the concrete product (id attribute) and the type information for dynamically creating the class (type attribute).
<typeInfo> <products> <product id="product1" type="DynamicFactorySample, DynamicFactorySample.ConcreteProducts.ProductA"/> <product id="product2" type="DynamicFactorySample, DynamicFactorySample.ConcreteProducts.ProductB"/> <product id="product3" type="AnotherAssembly, DynamicFactorySample.ConcreteProducts.ProductC"/> </products> </typeInfo> This metadata could also be stored in a relational database, plain files, etc. To hide the storage implementation details from the factory use the MetadataReader to access the type metadata repository (the xml file defined above) and the ProductTypeInfo to hold the type information of a requested ConcreteProduct. // create the instance of concrete product // for info about ObjectHandle see [29] // for info about Activator see [30] ObjectHandle obj = Activator.CreateInstance( typeInfo.AssemblyName, typeInfo.ClassName); return (IProduct)obj.Unwrap(); } } public class SampleClient { public void Main() { // create the product an do something IProduct product = DynamicFactory.Create("product1"); product.DoSomething(); // create another product an do something product = DynamicFactory.Create("product2"); product.DoSomething(); } }
Extending the factory with Generics
The implementation of the DynamicFactory shown above is limited to creating instances of IProduct interface. To make it more general, you can use generics, as shown below. 
Another static implementation using generics
Below, another implementation using generics is shown. In this case, the DynamicFactory is a static class and the creation method is generic. // create the instance of concrete product // for info about ObjectHandle see [29] // for info about Activator see [30] ObjectHandle obj = Activator.CreateInstance( typeInfo.AssemblyName, typeInfo.ClassName) return (T)obj.Unwrap(); } } public class SampleClient { public void Main() { IProduct product = DynamicFactory. Create<IProduct>("product1"); product.Execute(); product = DynamicFactory.
Create<IOtherProduct>("otherProd"); product.Execute(); } }
The implementations shown are greatly simplified. They don't take into account critical issues like exception handling, caching, security, or configuration management. More sample implementations of this pattern can be found in [22] , [20] , [13] , and [12] .
Variants
Following are brief characterizations of some known variants of the DYNAMIC FACTORY pattern.

Cached Dynamic Factory: the DYNAMIC FACTORY can be combined with the CACHING pattern [16] or the CONFIGURATION DATA CACHING pattern [23] to improve runtime efficiency. There are two main points where caching can be introduced: the retrieval of the metadata for a type of concrete product (in this case the CONFIGURATION DATA CACHING may be used) or when directly caching the concrete products. The first case is very simple to implement, since the ProductTypeInfo are often immutable. The last case is more difficult and is feasible only when the ConcreteProducts are stateless [16] .
If a cache is used, an EVICTOR [16] or similar approach may be necessary to unload outdated or unused product instances from memory. When the type information is updated in the metadata repository, some mechanism is needed to synchronize the system with the new versions of the type definitions. An easy way to do this would be to simply restart the system or flush the cache.
 Parameterized Dynamic Factory: this variation receives a parameter it uses when creating product instances. There are several options for what the parameter represents: it can be the type information of the product to be created or an alias to search for it in the product type metadata repository.
 Dynamic Abstract Factory: in this case, the interface is very simple, containing several methods to create instances of concrete products. The type metadata about the concrete type of the instances are declared in a product type metadata repository. The DynamicFactory establishes an interface for creating a family of products, but the details about the family member types is stored in metadata. Therefore, flexibility and extensibility is achieved by dynamic interpretation of metadata.
 Adaptive Object-Model Dynamic Factory: in AOM-based architectures [25] , [26] , [24] , the DYNAMIC FACTORY can be used to create the instances of the PROPERTIES, ENTITIES, ACCOUNTABILITIES, and RULE OBJECTS and their corresponding TYPE OBJECTS [10] .
Known Uses
Microsoft ASP.NET uses this pattern to configure its extensibility features. HttpHandlers and HttpModules are configured using type metadata and created at runtime using this type info. Taking this model further, there is a dynamic factory for the factories (HttpHandlerFactories) that uses the same mechanism [14] .
Adaptive Object-Models. An Adaptive Object-Model is a system that represents user-defined classes, attributes, relationships, and behavior as metadata [25] , [26] . The system domain model is based on instances rather than classes. Users change these metadata descriptions to reflect changes in the domain model. These changes modify the system's behavior. AOM-based architectures extensively use dynamic creation of objects based on metadata.
Rule based systems. The rules are configured using a VISUAL LANGUAGE [17] where they can be combined to be applied to a wide variety of contexts. Moreover, new rules can be added, deleted, and changed at runtime. To add new rules, typically a general abstraction (e.g. interface or abstract class) is implemented and its type information is registered within a type metadata repository.
Spring XT Modeling Framework provides components for helping develop rich domain models and making them collaborate with other application layers without violating Domain Driven Design principles. It includes the Dynamic Factory Generator that lets you generate factory objects on the fly [20] .
Eclipse Tools with Plugins provides a dynamic factory mechanism for instantiating and plugging in new types of tools [28] .
Related Patterns
FACTORY METHOD [7] and ABSTRACT FACTORY can be evolved to DYNAMIC FACTORY. Since both establish an interface for creating products, they can be evolved to use metadata.
The DYNAMIC FACTORY can use the CACHING pattern [16] to hold the configuration data (XML metadata), a prototypical instance or the instance itself when the product is stateless. In this case an EVICTOR [16] may be used to remove cached instances of concrete products.
The DYNAMIC FACTORY can be a SINGLETON [7] and can also be a dynamic REGISTRY [2] STRATEGY [7] may be used to change the configuration storage access strategy used by the MetadataReader. It may use several strategies aimed at fetching data from different types of repositories, e.g., XML, relational database, flat file, etc.
DEPENDENCY INJECTION [31] can use DYNAMIC FACTORY for abstracting and moving to metadata the information about the implementations to be injected in the system.
Summary
This paper presented the ABSTRACT FACTORY pattern, which allows for dynamic creation of product instances based on the interpretation of externally stored metadata. Variants of this pattern support the creation of a family of products, improve performance, or support Adaptive-Object Model implementations.
We used as an example the creation of rules for a workflow system. Since rules can be added frequently, applying this pattern provides the capability to dynamically create rule instances based on the interpretation of externally stored metadata descriptions.
